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We strive to understand ourselves by understanding our past. Place the past in a language 
that can hold us closer together in the present.  

Writing a feminist art review does not make any sense. I have tried and tried again. Art 
reviews are largely steeped in a capitalist system of power and white male privilege, 
promoting and propagating its own lineages and legacies. What does the state of art 
reviewing have to do with feminism? How do you enter a house that was built to exclude 
you?  

I have been thinking about how feminism has been dominated by middle-class and 
university-educated white women who have fought to be equal to white men instead of 
standing up for those being oppressed by them.  

I have been thinking about the inextricable connection between class conditions and race 
and gender positions, and how most of my left-leaning peers strive for middle-class 
comforts.  

I have been thinking about the shattered legacies for my generation of queer and feminist 
artists, writers, and curators, who are still piecing together our histories in the void of 
HIV/AIDS, in the perpetuation of systematic discriminations, erasing those who came 
before us.  

Thinking is not writing but writing is thinking through the past into a language that is 
present.  

every show looks the same  
writhing  
in my mouth  
should I write it out  
in linear notes  
for eager readers scanning each line  
to see their names  



update their CVs 	
get more shows 	
so we can do it all again  

When I think about my professional lineages, I can only think of texts by women I have 
never met. I think about articles by Helen Molesworth and Miwon Kwon and I think 
about living in a place where I could belong. I think about an anecdote from Marcia 
Tucker’s autobiography written in the last years of her life.1 During the installation of a 
Marsden Hartley painting as the Whitney’s curator of painting and sculpture in the 1970s, 
she was openly mocked by the installers for her requested adjustments, as either a cunt’s 
hair to the left or a cunt’s hair to the right, a scale that is neither metric or imperial, but 
universal, in making women feel less human.  

A feminist is formed through dissent against a system failing. Feminists have 
disappointed me. Feminists have saved me. Not all women are equal in their inequality. 
Victorian moralists argued in favour of eugenics in the same breath as for personhood. 
bell hooks has been saying the exact same thing for over thirty years and we are still 
hearing her for the first time, every time. That is white supremacist ideology. Working it.  

There are lots of people who hate feminists. Enough to hurt them. Kill them. There are 
also people who hate art reviews. Most of these people are artists. Disdain to- wards art 
reviews is a negotiable frustration and this reveals something important in understanding 
the difference between a feminist and an art reviewer. There is an imbalance of 
perceptible power between a reviewer and a feminist. The former has perceived power: 
the gatekeeper. The latter has no power, a redundant obstacle between you and your 
entitlement. A feminist is so socially degraded that there is no power in identifying as 
one, no consequences in excluding one. Especially when you have the option to align 
with Modernists or Minimalists or other Monied white male lineages. People see you 
better; History treats you kinder.  

There is no such thing as apolitical art. Everything is political; the power and privilege to 
not engage in politics is a position held only by those who can afford to do so.  

The actions of history are in and of themselves 	
compromised, 	
mediated, 	
through the rules of language and coded signification. Language governs and regulates 
meaning; destroy language and you destroy meaning. To dissent is to render oneself 
incomprehensible.  

A noun is not art,  
how you use it is.2  



Extra-linguistic communication is one way to begin. Associate alliances touching 
coalescing  
            contagious connections  
                       beyond linear lines  
spreading tangential sprouting 	
history depleting chronology crumbling into movements moments influences  
disrupting rules of who where when 	
one may speak. 	
	
A regurgitation of power cascading babbling infinitum.  

Let feminism be this girl raging at a chandelier.  
A miniaturist, a Benedictine, a prisoner.3  

Re-place absences in your syntax detached. Your omissions of history, art, experiences, 
endured by women, made under the influence. How we move through this world 
becomes how we are recording, reflecting, remembering.  

A verb is not art, 	
the way you write through it is. 	
You can contest this anyway you like. Use your hands and tell me something new. 	
It doesn’t even have to be new, but tell me something. 	
Anything. Everything. 	
I don’t want to write your criticism anymore. I want nothing to do with your lineages.  
I am over it. 	
I am on the strike that no one is noticing. 	
I won’t compete4 	

Do Less With Less5 	

An ethics of contingency.6  

A feminist art review could only be a killjoy times a thousand. 	
I have been thinking about respectability politics in relationship to writing. 
Professionalism is a form of xenophobia upholding the rules of exclusion. Who are we 
holding up these standards for and what we are gaining and losing?  

We attempt to define feminism as a dynamic state of being, of resisting hierarchal power 
structures and oppressive systems and ideologies. Art reviews have been more slippery, 
rooted into a labour of commerce and middle-class meanderings, a neoliberal sinkhole. 
The politics of aesthetics have nothing to do with either.  

To write is to respond 	
Not posture or promote. 	



Art reviews may be inherently non-feminist even with the likes of Lucy Lippard and 
Rosalind Krauss in an old boy’s club. To understand the world through only one gender 
is why Eros is ill.7 I am ready for more voices reverberating and not echoing:  
sharp, shimmer, ignite.  

For a speaking subject, the practice of enunciation is a socio-historical embodiment.  

Writing making base symbolic markings of an electronic scratch and wink. Connect us 
across interstices of thoughts, actions, and feelings fuelled by an ongoing rage, by the 
undesirables, by society’s most vulnerable. Non-linear legacies are less swayed by power 
and more through shared ethics. Between the chora and the Internet, non-linearity 
flourishes. Non-linear communities united form impossible communities, infiltrating each 
other’s nodes of knowledge and desire.  

How we write matches what we are going to write.  

This is where I am writing from if I am to write at all. How to review art as a feminist is 
to understand the world and our relative positions within it. How have we come to this 
position and how will we engage? The limits of language are the limits of knowledge, 
and we are never outside of language.  

 

NOTES 	

1 Tucker, A Short Life of Trouble, Chapter 7, “1970–1974,” covering her early years at the 
Whitney Museum. Tucker went on to found the New Museum before leaving that institution in 
1999, trying stand-up comedy and writing her autobiography before passing away at the age of 
sixty-six.  

2  Julia Kristeva’s Revolution in Poetic Language, specifically the chapter “Through the 
Principles of Language,” has informed much of this essay in deciphering that the process of 
signifying is dialectical to the identification of the subject; poetic language as a signifying 
practice is generated by a subject within a socio-historical context. When language becomes 
subject, it means language is held accountable in both a semiotic and symbolic order.   

3  Robertson, Cinema of the Present.   

4  “I Won’t Compete” – First seen as cross-stitched parade banners by the Feminist Art Gallery 
(FAG) in Vancouver’s Access Gallery, 2013. See also Amber Christensen, Lauren Fournier, and 
Daniella Sanader’s conversation with Deirdre Logue and Allyson Mitchell in this volume, “A 
Speculative Manifesto for the Feminist Art Fair International.”  

5 “Do Less With Less”– Limited silkscreen print by the Ladies Invitation Deadbeat Society 
(LIDS) for the cover and last issue of FUSE Magazine (RIP 2013).  



6 “An ethics of contingency” is borrowed from a writing workshop led by Cara Benedetto, with 
gratitude.  

7 “Eros is Ill” is the kernel summary of Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus.  
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